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Abstract 

The purpose of this Operations and Maintenance Plan is to explain operational and maintenance activities 
for the Prenatal Trip Assistance project both during and after the pilot, funded as part of the Smart Columbus 
initiative. This document provides a comprehensive view of the Rides4Baby environment, the roles and 
responsibilities that make it work, and the processes and procedures to maintain optimum functionality. 
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Executive Summary 

The Prenatal Trip Assistance (PTA) project utilizes the Rides4Baby (R4B) application which is a 
collaborative effort between CareSource and Molina Healthcare of Ohio, both Managed Care Organizations 
(MCOs), the City of Columbus (a key stakeholder) and Kaizen Health (vendor and operator of technology). 
The project pilots a progressive, technologically-leveraged, transportation offering system steered towards 
streamlining the non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) request process for participants.  

The goals of PTA are to:  

• Allow selected women a web-based portal, integrated smartphone application and a call center 
option for requesting pre-scheduled and on-demand transportation for medical purposes related to 
their pregnancy prepartum and the wellbeing of their child postpartum 

• Expand the time of day and day of week in which transportation can be ordered 

• Increase the transparency members have with their transportation requests 

• Collect data to better understand the travel behavior of piloted members and gauge if and how 
transportation plays a part in the increased rate of child mortality seen across core counties in the 
Greater Columbus area.  
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 Introduction 

1.1. SCOPE AND PURPOSE 
This document identifies the scope and purpose of the PTA Operations and Maintenance (O&M) Plan. It 
explains how operational and maintenance activities will be performed both during and after the pilot, funded 
as part of the Smart Columbus initiative. The following sections discuss the materials and resources, 
operational activities, maintenance tasks and routines taking place to operate and maintain the Rides4Baby 
(R4B) application and other associated systems which the PTA uses to service its users. This document 
also specifies the stakeholders, such as agencies and departments within agencies, which rely on its 
successful operation. The purpose of this document is to provide a comprehensive view of the R4B 
environment, the elements that make it work, and the processes and procedures for maintaining optimum 
functionality. 

The goals of the PTA project are to:  

• Allow selected women a web-based portal, integrated mobile application and a call center option for 
requesting pre-scheduled and on-demand transportation for medical purposes related to their 
pregnancy prepartum and the wellbeing of their child postpartum 

• Expand the time of day and day of week in which transportation can be ordered 

• Increase the transparency members have with their transportation requests 

• Collect data to better understand the travel behavior of piloted members and gauge if and how 
transportation plays a part in the increased rate of child mortality seen across core counties in the 
Greater Columbus area.  

The primary goals and expectations of PTA O&M plan are as follows: 

• To keep the R4B system operational and to provide optimal service to users 

• To provide access to troubleshooting tips and common-user issues and how to resolve them 

• To facilitate communications between the support teams and developers 

This O&M plan provides insight into the types of activities that are necessary to keep the R4B system 
operational and should serve as a guide for addressing and resolving issues that come up regarding the 
R4B suite of applications and integration with the Smart Columbus Operating System (OS). 

1.2. ORGANIZATION 
The PTA O&M is organized into the following chapters:  

• Chapter 1. Introduction 

• Chapter 2. Materials and Resources  

• Chapter 3. Training  

• Chapter 4. Operations  

• Chapter 5. Maintenance  
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1.3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The PTA project consists of a web-based portal and an integrated mobile phone application which is 
currently being piloted with a maximum of 250 individuals in the Greater Columbus, Ohio Area in partnership 
with Molina Healthcare of Ohio and CareSource (MCOs) as well as The Ohio State University (OSU). R4B 
allows selected participants a web-based portal, integrated mobile app and call center option for scheduling 
transportation. With Application Programming Interface (API) integrations into Lyft, a Transportation Network 
Company (TNC) provider, and Mediroutes, an NEMT software vendor, participants have full visibility into 
their trip details. The R4B platform shows the driver’s location in real time in addition to automated 
communications regarding change in trip details, estimated time of arrival of the driver, vehicle make, model 
and color as well as a method of contact directly to the driver. Data collected by the R4B System will be 
transmitted to MCOs, OSU, and the OS to support data analysis and performance measures during the 
length of the pilot.  

 

The key components of the PTA project are:  

• R4B Application  

¡ The R4B Application, which operates on iOS and Android smartphones as well as web browsers, 
uses global positioning system (GPS) technology on the device to provide geolocation-based 
prompts to users of the system in the process of scheduling transportation as it relates to the 
scope of this project.  

• Dispatch Applications  

¡ The Dispatch applications are cloud-based software used with mobile device technologies to offer 
optimal scheduling, booking, dispatch and billing services for NEMT providers. Dispatch 
applications offer optimized scheduling – taking into account the patient’s requirements (level of 
care) and appointment time, the transport vehicle’s capacity and the drive time to ensure each 
passenger gets to their destination on time. 

• Smart Columbus Operating System  

¡ De-identified travel information for Smart Columbus participants is ingested into the OS via a 
secure API, where it is available to City of Columbus users to support project analysis and 
performance measures.  
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1.4. SYSTEM COMPONENTS  
This section contains a high-level overview of the major system components of the PTA project. Each major 
system component is subsequently described in this section and includes screen captures to help visualize 
key system functionality. Data sent to the OS will be de-identified per the Data Privacy Plan and the Smart 
Columbus De-Identification Policy. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

Figure 1: Major System Components 

Source: Kaizen Health 

1.4.1. R4B Application  
To access the R4B application, enter https://www.rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org in an HTML-5 compliant web 
browser or download the application from the Google Play or Apple App Store. This will display the login 
page (Figure 2: R4B Application Login Screen) for the R4B application.  

R4B Cloud 
Server, storage, 

and APIs 

Smart Columbus 
Operating 

System (OS) 

De-identified 
Trip Data 

De-identified 
Trip Data 

Route Info 

Rides4Baby 
Applications  

Dispatch 
Applications 
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Figure 2: R4B Application Login Screen 
Source: Kaizen Health  

Once logged in, participants have the ability to schedule rides. Note that only a user with administrative 
(admin) privileges and permissions are able to manage accounts. Kaizen Health and OSU will have admin 
privileges. For more information on permissions and users, see Section 1.5 System Users. 
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Figure 3: R4B Admin Page Navigation Panel 
Source: Kaizen Health  

Selecting the option for the schedule ride interface brings up a drop-down form required to submit a ride to 
the application. Since each ride is considered unique to the system, the entire form must be completed by 
the participant, or by an admin staff scheduling the ride on the participant’s behalf (refer to section 4.4.1 R4B 
Application Builder for more information). 
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Figure 4: Example R4B screens 
Source: Kaizen Health 
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Figure 5: R4B ride scheduling screen 
Source: Kaizen Health  

Selecting the schedule ride interface brings up the form required for ride submission. The questions might 
change to extract required information for the ride request depending on the level of care being requested 
by the participant or admin staff. 

1.4.2. Dispatch Applications  
After a ride has been created, the business rules programmed into the R4B application will dictate which API 
receives the request. The R4B application can push ride requests requiring the transportation partner to 
include the provision of a child safety seat (rear facing car seat, forward facing car seat or child’s booster 
seat) to one dispatch platform and requests that are strictly ambulatory to a separate dispatch application. 
All of the information that the participant or requester inputs into the R4B application will be reflected in the 
appropriate fields on the dispatch application. Neither the participant nor an admin will use the dispatch 
application directly but will receive the data feedback through the API which is reflected in the R4B 
application.  
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1.4.3. R4B Application Tracker  
The R4B application will show the participant/admin the location of the vehicle in real time as they are en 
route to the pick-up location as well as throughout the trip to the drop off destination. 

 
Figure 6: R4B Ride Overview Screen 
Source: Kaizen Health  
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Figure 7: R4B Driver Tracker Screen 
Source: Kaizen Health  

Once a driver has been assigned to a ride request, the vehicle information (make, model, color and license 
plate number) as well as the driver’s information (name and masked phone number) are passed through 
from the dispatch application to the R4B application and displayed to the participant/admin, both on the app 
and its congruent web-based portal. Using real-time GPS, the dispatch application tracks the driver during 
the full duration of the trip and represents the distance the driver is away from the pick-up address as well as 
reflects their movement on the interactive map. 
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Figure 8: Backend View of a Dispatch Platform Connected to the R4B Application 
Source: Lyft  

1.5. SYSTEM USERS  
The following are the main user types interacting with the R4B system:  

• Participant 

¡ Has access to the R4B application on their smartphone and the congruent web-based portal; is 
connected to the dispatch applications. 

• Kaizen Health   

¡ Has read-write-execute access to the R4B application and all of its connected interfaces. 

• OSU/OSUMC 

¡ Has read-write access to the R4B application.  

• OS  

¡ API feed from the R4B application.  

• MCOs 

¡ Receive reporting from the R4B system 

• City of Columbus 

¡ Receives reporting from the R4B system  

For more information on information flows, see the System Architecture and Standards Plan (SASP), which 
contains the physical, enterprise, communications views for PTA, including a table of all information flows. 

1.6. STAKEHOLDERS 
A summary of the stakeholders’ roles and responsibilities is captured below. In addition, the SASP identifies 
roles and responsibilities. 

• Product Owner (Kaizen Health)  
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¡ Responsible for working with stakeholders to determine what features and functionality are part of 
the R4B application  

• Product Developer (Kaizen Health)  

¡ Responsible for developing the features and functionality to meet the needs of stakeholders; 
responsible for maintenance of the R4B application  

• Participant 

¡ End user of the R4B application  

• City of Columbus  

¡ Representatives of the Smart Columbus demonstration program; project management  

• OSU 

¡ Subject matter experts and contractually responsible for recruiting and training activities  

• The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center (OSUMC) 

¡ Subject matter experts and responsible for recruiting and training activities  

• CareSource  

¡ Source participants  

• Molina Healthcare of Ohio 

¡ Source participants  

For more information on roles and responsibilities, see the SASP. 

1.7. REFERENCES  

Table 1: List of All Documents Related to O&M of the R4B System 

Title Author(s) Revision 
Prenatal Trip Assistance Platform and 
Transportation Management Request for 
Proposal Response 

Benjamin Ewell, MBA; Mindi Knebel, 
MBA; James Knebel. 

Final  

Rides4Baby Mobile Application Admin Guide Megan Hannagan; Bryan Butler; 
Brandon Rufer; Mindi Knebel, MBA. 

Final  

Rides4Baby Program Guide and FAQs Megan Hannagan; Bryan Butler; 
Brandon Rufer; Diba Rowhani, MA; 
Gillian Robinson, MBA; Mindi Knebel, 
MBA. 

Final  

Rides4Baby Testing Plan  Gillian Robinson, MBA; Brandon 
Rufer; Diba Rowhani, MA; Megan 
Hannagan; Mindi Knebel, MBA. 

Final 

System Architecture and Standards Plan  Vijay Varadarajan; Sherry Kish; Sai 
Geetha Koganti; Gunnar Rhone 

Final 

Data Privacy Plan Smart Columbus Policy Working 
Group 

Final 

Smart Columbus De-Identification Plan  Smart Columbus Final 
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Source: Kaizen Health 
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 Materials and Resources 

This section identifies the equipment/materials and personnel used in O&M of the R4B system. With respect 
to Kaizen Health’s physical facilities, Aptible’s Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud-based Platform-as-a-
Service (PaaS) is being used to host R4B operations. Since these elements are managed independently, 
only a high-level description is provided in this section; directly managed materials and resources are 
covered in greater detail. 

2.1. PERSONNEL 
This section includes personnel, including positions, general qualifications, and specialty skills needed, and 
a percentage of time dedicated to PTA O&M, if not full time. 

Table 2: R4B Personnel 

Name  Role Qualifications Full time Equivalent (%) Organization  
Andy Wolpert  Project 

Manager  
Smart Columbus Deputy 
Program Manager  

10%   Columbus  

Courtney 
Lynch, Ph.D. 

Project 
Investigator  

Director of Research 
Education, Department of 
Obstetrics & Gynecology  
Associate Professor, 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 
and Epidemiology  

20% OSUMC  
 
 

Erinn Hade, 
Ph.D.  

Project 
Investigator  

Program Leader, 
Population Studies 
Program  
Research Assistant 
Professor, Department of 
Biomedical Informatics 

20% OSUMC 

Mindi Knebel, 
M.B.A. 

Project 
Manager 

Founder and CEO 10% Kaizen Health  

Dennis 
Sheppard  

Lead 
Developer  

Vice President, 
Technology 

90% Kaizen Health  

Jason Jernberg Developer  Senior Developer  10% Kaizen Health  

Mary Warrick Developer  Developer  10% Kaizen Health  

Bryan Butler  Designer  Creative Director 10% Kaizen Health 

Megan 
Hannagan 

Client 
Success Lead  

Senior Manager, Client 
Success 

15% Kaizen Health  

Source: Kaizen Health  
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2.2. EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE AND MATERIALS  
This section discusses the operating equipment, software and other computing facilities used for operating 
the R4B application and its support options.  

2.2.1. Equipment 
R4B has been developed to run on any Android smartphone or tablet computer running Nougat (OS 7.0) or 
newer and that has GPS capabilities. However, the Pie 8.0+ OS is preferred.  It also was developed to run 
on iOS 9.0 or newer (that has GPS capabilities), as well as, Google Chrome, Apple Safari and Mozilla 
Firefox internet web browsers. If connected to Wi-Fi, hardware devices do not require a calling plan or data 
plan unless the notifications and real-time tracking features are going to be used. Field testing has shown 
that performance can vary from device to device, depending largely on the quality of the GPS technology in 
the device.  

2.2.2. Software  
Software licensing and support costs for the R4B application and support options are available in the tables 
below.  

Table 3: Monthly/Yearly Recurring and Support Costs During Pilot Period 

Description  Quantity  Cost Recurrence  
R4B Application Installation Fee for Custom 
Development 

 1 $31,250 One-time fee 

Support Options  
Continued Maintenance  
Support Inquiries  
Data Reporting Analytics 
Admin Training Curriculum 

- $0 No cost during 
pilot period  

Source: Kaizen Health  

Table 4: Monthly/Yearly Recurring and Support Costs After Pilot Period 

Description  Quantity  Cost Recurrence  
Application Licensing Fee   1 $11,000 One-time 

monthly 

Application Admin Training  - $700 Per Session  

Support Options for Maintenance; Support 
Inquiries; Data Reporting Analytics; Admin 
Training Curriculum 

-  $2 
Subject to change 
depending on 
combination of 
services 

Per 
Inquiry/Call   

No current cost to participant for usage of the 
application. Subject to change after pilot period.  

   

Source: Kaizen Health  
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2.2.3. Materials  
Kaizen Health has created a smartphone app and a congruent web-based portal used by the R4B office to 
train up to 250 pregnant women for the purpose of this project.  The software has been licensed by two 
MCOs in accordance with Table 3: Monthly/Yearly Recurring and Support Costs During Pilot Period. 

 

2.3. DATA COLLECTION AND PRIVACY  
Aptible’s Privacy Statement and policies govern use of the R4B app for mobile devices and congruent web-
based portal that were created by Kaizen Health.  A copy of these current policies can also be obtained by 
visiting Aptible’s website: https://www.aptible.com/legal/privacy/. Kaizen Health maintains a Business 
Associate Agreement (BAA) with Aptible.  

 

2.3.1. Data Collection  

2.3.1.1. R4B REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
The R4B application obtains user information when a participant is interviewed and registered by OSU staff. 
Registration with R4B is optional. However, no features are available to a participant unless registration is 
complete.   

When registering with R4B, a participant must provide the following information:  

• First and last name, email address, Member ID (provided by OSU) and a participant-created 
password.  

• Information a participant provides when they contact R4B for help such as first and last name. 

• Information a participant enters into the system when using the app, such as contact information and 
pick-up or drop-off address information.  

R4B may not use the information provided to contact users regarding notices of marketing promotions.  

2.3.1.2. R4B AUTOMATICALLY COLLECTED INFORMATION 
R4B collects certain information automatically, including the location of the device used for the purposes of 
centering a Google map tailored to a participant’s location. Neither this information or any site analytics are 
saved or retained by R4B.  

2.3.1.3. OPERATING SYSTEM  
The raw study data includes individual route information (location information contains PII – Personally 
Identifiable Information). De-identified trip usage data will be made available to the OS upon approval from 
the research team at the completion of the research study. It is OSU’s policy that data from a clinical trial 
that is in progress is not released because availability of those data could influence behavior of the ongoing 
trial, thereby compromising the study’s integrity.  Data providers will adhere to the Data Privacy Plan and 
Smart Columbus De-Identification Policy.   
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2.3.2. Access to R4B by Third Parties  
Only aggregated, anonymized data is periodically transmitted to external services. Kaizen Health may 
disclose user provided and automatically collected information in the following ways:  

• As required by law, such as to comply with a subpoena, or similar legal process 

• When Kaizen Health believes, in good faith, that disclosure is necessary to protect their rights, 
protected user safety or the safety of others, investigate fraud, or respond to a government request.  

• With Kaizen Health’s trusted services providers who do not have an independent use of the 
information disclosed to them and have agreed to adhere to the rules set forth in their privacy 
statement. 

• If Kaizen Health is involved in a merger, acquisition, or sale of all or a portion of its assets, users will 
be notified via email and/or a prominent notice on our website of any change in ownership or uses of 
this information, as well as any choices users may have regarding this information. 

 

2.3.3. R4B Data Retention Policy  
Kaizen Health will retain user-provided data for as long as the R4B app is used and for a reasonable time 
thereafter. Kaizen Health will retain automatically collected information for up to seven years and thereafter 
may store it in aggregate.  

To request that user-provided data be deleted, contact info@kaizenhealth.org. Note that some or all of the 
user-provided data may be required in order for the app to function properly. 

 

2.3.4. R4B Security  
Kaizen Health provides physical, electronic, and procedural safeguards to protect information they process 
and maintain. Access to user information is limited to authorized employees and contractors who need the 
information in order to operate, develop, or improve the app. 
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 Training  

This section provides an overview of the assessment and training process for individuals who will be utilizing 
the R4B application to better access transportation. The assessment and training processes described in 
this section were created by Kaizen Health and are presented here only in part; contact OSU for complete 
information or to request a copy of the individual participant training materials. 

There are several phases involved in preparing an individual to use Kaizen Health’s transportation network 
for travel. This section details the necessary trainings required to support the individual when they are out in 
the community, such as reviewing important safety information, educating the individual on how to use the 
R4B app, and finally putting all this information together in a controlled setting. 

Training consists of one or many formats, such as PowerPoint presentations, interactive group discussions, 
online training programs (such as ones provided by Kaizen Health) as well as the distribution of training 
manuals, new user guides and frequently asked questions document (FAQs).  

Depending on the participant’s initial abilities and skill-level, training can be provided at varying paces. It is 
important to note that each participant may come in with varying cognitive abilities and experiences. 
Repetition has been found to be beneficial to demonstrating skills required to be successful when utilizing 
public transportation; however, if a participant is able to hear, understand and transfer the information to 
functional use after receiving the information once, this will suffice. 

The following section discusses the training that was done with the OSU staff. Kaizen Health was not 
involved, directly, with training the participants (end users) of the R4B application.  

See Appendix 3: Training for all training materials developed for R4B.  

3.1. ADMIN TRAINING 
Prior to the start of the project, each admin at the OSU R4B office completed the training session with a 
Kaizen Health representative. Staff at Kaizen Health utilized a screenshare service to perform a 
demonstration of the platform and all of its features. During this training, staff were informed of common 
troubleshooting scenarios and were given tools to resolve them independently.  Staff were also provided 
with an admin training guide, a new user guide (to assist in training the participants) as well as a list of 
FAQs. This training takes approximately one to two hour(s) to complete.  

An example agenda of the training can be seen below:  

• Introduction of the moderator  

• An overview of the system (may also be considered a demonstration of the software) 

• A brief example how to create a patient 

• A brief example of how to edit patient information  

• A brief example of how to schedule a ride  

• A brief example of how to cancel a ride  

• A brief example of how to find your driver’s information and vehicle description 

• A list of common issues and their troubleshooting scenarios (see Table 6) 

• An overview of the FAQs 
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• Question and Answer from participants 

 

3.2. SMARTPHONE APPLICATION TRAINING 
The smartphone application training was provided to the participants by the OSU R4B Office staff. This 
training was handled on an individual basis due to the complexity of the issue and for the protection of each 
participant’s identity. This registration and training takes one to two hour(s) to complete.  

Future training of participants (post pilot) could include webinars, videos, and a robust “self-help” Help 
section.  
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 Operations 

This section provides insight into the types of operational activities that are necessary to keep the R4B 
system operational and should serve as a guide for addressing and resolving issues that come up regarding 
the R4B suite of applications and integration with the OS. 

4.1. HOURS OF OPERATION 
The R4B system is expected to be operational continuously except for scheduled downtime for periodic 
maintenance. Technical support from Kaizen Health is available Monday through Friday 7am -7 pm Eastern 
Standard Time. 

Hours of operation for transportation services include:  

• Lyft: 24/7 service based on general business availability (first-come, first-served) 
• Child Safety Seat Service: 7am-7pm Monday-Friday 

4.2. R4B TECHNICAL SUPPORT  
Kaizen Health’s technology support can be contacted in the following ways for general technical issues or to 
report any bugs: 

• Email: support@kaizenhealth.org (preferred) 

• Phone: 1-866-294-0065 (follow prompts for technical support) 

The following information should be included in the correspondence: 

• Contact person’s name and organization 

• Number where contact person can be reached 

• Contact person’s email address 

• The Kaizen Health product in question (software and version) 

• The type and model of the device and OS version the software is running on, if applicable 

• A full description of the problem (including any error messages received) 

4.3. INTERACTION AND COORDINATION  
See Section 2.1 Personnel for R4B responsibilities.  

4.4. OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES  

4.4.1. R4B Application Builder  
This section provides a description of common operational activities and troubleshooting activities related to 
the R4B Application Builder.  
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4.4.1.1. SCHEDULING/CANCELING A RIDE  

Table 5: R4B Edit Options 

Option   Description 

 

This button is used to create a new participant profile should the participant not 
already exist in the View Riders section of the platform.  

 

This button is used to create/schedule a new ride. The default starting location for 
each ride is dependent on the selected participant and the pick-up location 
category.  

 

This button is used to view all participant profiles currently in the system. Once a 
participant is found, the user is then able to use the schedule ride button to 
schedule a ride on behalf of the selected participant.  

 

This button brings you to a window where you can run a report related to the 
activity of rides during a selected window in time.  

 

Once you’ve found a participant, this button allows you to edit their profile including 
their name, home addresses, phone number, communication preference and 
language preference. 

 

Once ride information has been entered into the platform, this button allows you to 
schedule the ride with the R4B Application. 

 

This button is used to close any pop-up window currently open in the R4B 
application.  

 
This button is used to exit the R4B application. Please note that the application will 
automatically log you out should your credentials be used on another device at the 
same time for security purposes.  

Source: Kaizen Health  

4.4.1.2. R4B APPLICATION TROUBLESHOOTING 
R4B Troubleshooting provides recommendations to solve issues that may be encountered while using the 
R4B Application to schedule rides. This table is expected to be updated periodically as new issues are 
identified and appropriate recommendations for how to resolve are learned. Additional troubleshooting tips 
can be found in the Program Guide and Frequently Asked Questions document. 

Table 6: R4B Application Troubleshooting 

Issue  Description 
Ride submission 
returns a “Lyft Service 
Error”.  

If a route is scheduled in a way that the dispatch platform does not understand, a 
Lyft Service Error will be displayed. Participants and Admins may call the R4B 
Support line to resolve this issue and get the ride scheduled.  

No internet connection 
while using the R4B 
application  

The R4B application can be accessed without an internet connection. When your 
device is not connected to the internet, it will display a “no internet connection” 
notification. Rejoin a wireless network connection or your cell phone’s data plan to 
use the R4B application.  
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Issue  Description 
R4B can’t find an 
address 

The R4B application is connected to Google Maps. Addresses that are not 
recognized by Google Maps will also not be recognized by the R4B application. 
Try changing the nomenclature of the input addresses. For example, “Rd” to 
“Road” or “Ave” to “Avenue”. You can also try typing the name of the location, 
such as “Aldi”. 

Ride report is not 
materializing  

Ride reports can only be created for dates in the past. If you’re getting an error 
message while attempting to create a report, please check your dates to ensure 
that the date range is correct and congruent to the report you’re looking for.  

Forgot password Please click on the "Forgot your password" button. This will send an email to the 
email that was used during registration. Passwords need to be at least 8 
characters long and include one or more numbers, one or more letters, as well as 
one or more of the following symbols: ! @ # $ % ^ & * ( ). Passwords are case 
sensitive.  

Cannot edit a ride  If any changes need to be made to a ride, please cancel the trip as soon as 
possible and request a new ride. A ride cannot be canceled once you are in the 
vehicle.  

Device brightness in a 
sunny/bright area  

When outside, for example, it can be very sunny making it difficult to see your 
screen. Go to your phone’s settings and increase your brightness to help you see 
your screen.  

Identified a bug  Please contact technical support via email at support@kaizenhealth.org 
(preferred) or phone: 1-866-294-0065 (follow prompts for technical support).  

Blank screen within 
app  

The application will automatically log you out should your credentials be used on 
another device at the same time for security purposes. Log back in to view R4B 
and take care to keep login and password information private.   

First time user cannot 
login 

The email address used to login for the first time must exactly the email address 
used while registering for the PTA project. Try an alternate email address or 
contact technical support.  

Source: Kaizen Health  

4.4.2. Smart Columbus Operating System  

4.4.2.1. ACCESS TO DATA  
Users of the OS will consume data in multiple ways: 

• Downloading a file that contains the dataset (various formats will be available depending on the 
dataset) 

• Viewing structured data with an in-browser previewer/viewer 

• Consuming the API to query the data 

• Analyzing/visualizing data through analysis tools (currently in development) 

Because all data is desired to be in a non-proprietary format, once retrieved, data will be able to be used 
within many different tools as needed. Users do not need to register a user account to interact with the data 
or API. 

At this time, there is not a limit on the amount of data a given user can request through the website, but API 
requests will have request throttling set based on originating Internet Protocol (IP) address to prevent 
overloading the system with requests. 
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4.4.2.2. INGESTING DATA   
The OS generates statistics relative to the validity and completeness of the dataset as it is ingested. This will 
provide a score that will be appended to the data page. The data provider will be contacted and asked to 
remediate any anomalies detected. In the event of a data provider not abiding by the SLA, including 
irresponsible inclusion of restricted data, datasets may be frozen or deleted from the OS by the system 
administrator. 
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 Maintenance 

The R4B application is expected to be operational nearly 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Given that, 
maintenance activities are necessary to keep the system running. This section outlines various maintenance 
tasks, including preventative and corrective maintenance activities and other adjustments as needed. 
 

5.1. PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
Preventative maintenance is maintenance activity that is routinely performed to lessen the likelihood of 
failure and to discover issues in a proactive manner to lessen their impact. Kaizen Health is responsible for 
performing preventative maintenance on the R4B system; however, Kaizen Health is not responsible for 
performing preventative maintenance on systems that are within the boundary of the OS. Kaizen Health’s 
preventative maintenance activities for R4B are documented here. 

Table 7: Preventative Maintenance Activities 

Activity  Description  Frequency  Effort  
R4B API availability 
check   

Continuously monitoring the 
availability of the R4B API 
through an external monitor and 
notifications service to ensure 
the service is available to use. 

Continuous/Ongoing  N/A 

R4B website availability 
check 

Continuously monitoring the 
availability of the R4B website 
through an external monitor and 
notifications service to ensure 
the service is available to use. 

Continuous/Ongoing  N/A 

R4B application 
availability check 

Continuously monitoring the 
availability of the R4B app 
through an external monitor and 
notifications service to ensure 
the service is available to use. 

Continuous/Ongoing  N/A 

Server Operating 
System Upgrades  

When new server operating 
system software and patches 
are released, upgraded and 
patch to keep current with the 
latest releases and security 
patches 

Monthly  2 hours  

Source: Kaizen Health  
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5.2. DATA UPDATES 
The following are activities associated with updating data that is collected in the OS. 

Table 8: Data Update Activities 

Activity  Description Frequency Effort 

Update data 
structure/schema in OS 

Data ingestion requirements for 
the OS has changed and 
requires updates to the existing 
data structure/schema 

As needed 6 hours 

Source: Kaizen Health  

5.3. CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
The following are corrective maintenance activities associated with addressing issues in the Kaizen Health 
system or OS.  

Table 9: Corrective Maintenance Activities 

Activity Description  Frequency  Effort  
Error in the Kaizen 
Health app   

Respond to error in the Kaizen 
Health app  

Infrequent  TBD 

Source: Kaizen Health  

5.4. DATA INGESTION WORKFLOW TO OPERATING SYSTEM  
The OS uses RESTful API calls and secure email CSV files to ingest data from the Kaizen Health cloud 
server. Kaizen Health’s infrastructure is reviewed at a high level in Figure 11 below.  

Table 10: Data Ingestion Workflow to OS 

Activity  Description  Frequency  Effort  
Update data 
structure/schema in OS   

Data ingested into the OS has 
changed and requires updates 
to the existing data 
structure/schema 

As needed 6 hours  

Source: Kaizen Health  
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Figure 9: Infrastructure Overview 
Source: Kaizen Health  

Kaizen Health uses a PaaS provider Aptible who provides HIPAA compliant infrastructure on Amazon Web 
Services. Kaizen Health also provides an encrypted API endpoint for the OS to ingest de-identified data, in 
accordance with the De-identification Plan. The API requires a username and password to acquire a one 
time use token for access to the API. The API de-identifies origin and destination by removing at least ½ 
mile from start and end and then getting and sending the census block data for the new coordinates.  

The Kaizen Health RESTful API is an HTTPs/TLS server. Data is uploaded with a POST method and 
received with a GET method. Data is posted on the server where the data in transit is encrypted via TSL.  

Usage example: https://rides4baby.kaizenhealth.org/#/<data> 

Where <data> is the data table being accessed. The various JSON data formats and their parameters are 
described below. 

5.4.1. Data Template and Format 
The OS development team is responsible for creating the template (data structure/schema) to import Kaizen 
Health data (trip data) from the Kaizen Health Cloud Server into the PostgreSQL database (see Figure 11). 

After submitting a data call, the application should return a JSON data formatted message with the 
requested information. The action may also return an error. See below for an example of an error.  

Error Return Message Example:  

{“error”: “Invalid patient Phone Number.”} 

If the client does not authenticate properly with a valid API key, the system will return an HTTP 401 (access 
denied) with the string “Access denied”. 
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 Acronyms and Definitions  

The below table includes project specific acronyms used throughout this document. 

Table 11: Acronym List 

Abbreviation/Acronym Definition 
Admin Administrator  

App Application  

API Application Programming Interface  

AWS Amazon Web Services  

BAA Business Associate Agreement 

cURL Client URL 

FAQs Frequently Asked Questions 

GPS Global Positioning System  

HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure  

IP Internet Protocol 

JSON JavaScript Object Notation 

MCO Managed Care Organization 

NEMT Non-emergency Medical Transportation 

O&M Operations & Maintenance  

OS Smart Columbus Operating System  

OSU The Ohio State University  

OSUMC The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center  

PaaS Platform-as-a-Service 

PII Personally Identifiable Information 

PTA Prenatal Trip Assistance 

R4B Rides4Baby  

SASP Systems Architecture and Standards Plan  

SLA Service-level Agreement 

TNC Transportation Network Company 

URL Universal Resource Locator  

Source: Kaizen Health  
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 Glossary 

The below table project specific terms used throughout this document. 

Table 12: Glossary 

Term Definition 
Android An open-source operating system used for smartphones and tablet 

computers  

App A software application  

Data Privacy The reasonable expectation that data of a sensitive nature will be kept 
confidential, sanitized and/or encrypted, and respectfully and responsibly 
maintained by all Users, managers and collectors of the data. 

Data Retention The continued storage of data for compliance or business reasons. 

Data Security The tools, policies, practices and procedures used to protect data from 
being accessed, manipulated or destroyed or being leveraged by those 
with a malicious intent or without authorization, as well as the corrective 
actions taken when data breaches are suspected or have been identified. 

iOS An operating system used for mobile devices manufactured by Apple Inc.  

Mobile app Smartphone software application  

reCAPTCHA A free service from Google that helps protect websites from spam and 
abuse  

Participants End users of the Rides4Baby Application and congruent web portal; also 
known as “riders” or “travelers” if in transit 

Third Party Organizations not affiliated with the Smart Columbus Program. 

Travelers End users of the Rides4Baby Application and congruent web portal when 
in transit; also known as “participants” or “riders.” 

Source: Kaizen Health 
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 Training Materials  

C.1 RIDES4BABY MOBILE APPLICATION ADMIN GUIDE 
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C.2 RIDES4BABY USER GUIDE  
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C.3 RIDES4BABY PROGRAM GUIDE AND FAQS 
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